Recent Progress in Radioisotope Therapy

「Production of Alpha-Emitting Radioisotopes at TRIUMF」
* Highbridge, Hiroshi (University of Osaka)

「Production of radionuclides in Fukushima Medical University」
* Mochida, Kenji (University of Gothenburg)

「Advances in Targeted Alpha Therapy at Osaka University」
* Schaffer, Paul (University of Gothenburg)

「At-211 From Bench to Bedside: a Gothenburg Approach」
* Sanada, Hiroshi (University of Osaka)

「Development of pre-targeting method using streptavidin with low immunogenicity and At-labeled bis-iminobiotin」

Panel Discussion (Chair: Yokota, Hiroshi)
Panelists: Schaffer, Paul, Highbridge, Hiroshi, Sanada, Hiroshi
- How will future alpha radiation therapies develop?
- How will alpha radiation therapies be developed in Japan?
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